
(Issue 2, A5, 20 Pages. Available from Rival Records,
Bath, Forever People, Bristol or write to Room 6,
28 Wwllsway, Bear Flats, Bath, enclosing 30p'& SAE)

This one is handwritten, full of skulls, very
;'ierd and very silly. The editors, Me as r-s 'Teen Skull'
and 'Oracle' are heavlily into THECRI'J,IT'S,who are the

ROCK.

fundamental inspiration behind the venture. This issue
f'eabure s articles on G-EORG-EROMERO(he of all them
horror films), THEG-UNCLUBand a million. and one
things you never knew about the private life of JERRY
LEELE':iIS (I told you it was wierd) - "G-reat Balls of
Fire" was released on the same day that the Russians
launched their second Sputnik, and '.-8wis shot his bass
player in 1976.

THE CRAJ.iF'Sare there of course, and there's a
'Crampotition' (the winner 5~ts 'a neat luminous skull
full of goodies' (luminous brains?)). Cartoons, laughs
and lots more skulls. l;ot a lot of reading for 30p and
rather lacking in a proper sense of direction, but
very likeable and original.

(Issue 1, A4, 20 Pages. Available from Revolver,
Bristol or from 14 Osborne Villas, Kingsdown,

, Bristol. 30p.
He-hum, \'iell, it looks like a fanzine, with all the proper spelling mistakes (:rule no. 1 for all aspiring
fanzine editors - always spell 'definitely' 'definately'. Even TomVague does this, so it must be right.).
It's tidily, if unimaginatively, laid out, but devotes itself entirely to such names as KISSING-THEPHIK,
THEEURYTHil1I9S,TH01<iFSON,T":,'INS,STRA\lBERRYS\iITCHBLADEand THEALARM••••••• which is senseless until you
remember the bit about fanzineeditors getting on the staff of the NME. I wish them luck:

(Issue 1, A5, 28 Pages.
Available from The
Subway Organisation,'
4 Rylestone G-rove,
Bristol BS9 3UT for
'five shill,ings' (25p
you fool) & SAE).

You should know this
one as well - used to be
UNDERGROUNDROMANCE,two
of whose 'staff' were
illvolved ill that
frightful business with
~~ lJONOCHR01lESET and
the Radio Bristol
illterview (which illcident
3as been recorded in at
east three of the above
zines - AI Reed won't
be allowed to live this
one down). Full story
s:-: s illterview with the
band, plus COCTEAUT";illiS=- !.::FSC::"",,'INSand
3..-'.-5;; 's 3L'GE ~ ?IA./iES.
---= 5 ::.e.g re~ :.s

rather good, and haflal'
the usual stuff with a
pleasing mixture of local
and national names. It's
intelligent and••••
interesting, and far mo
aocessible than mos t ,

From the same stable
'(and same a ddress and
price) oomes OPERATOR'S
1JU1<1JAL,devoted entirely
to the labyrillthine world
of the independent
cassette. Quoth J,iartill
Subway" •••• Subway' shere
to help people 'get out
and do their own thing',
take their future out of
the hands of big business
and the multinationals,
and wave the flag for
Lndependence "; Well you
can't say fairer than
that, and if you're at
all illterested ill this
sor-t of-thing, get ill
- uch ~ ~ 12'. SubTta.y.

So what • • •
Which, brings us to summations. The influence and importance

that fanzines have is difficult to measure; on the surface of it, it's
'hard to take a typewritten and xeroxed offering like most of the '
above very seriously. Until, that is, you remember that this 'is the
sort of thing that (E. G.) Polish or Czech dissidents indulge in - and
look how seriously we take them. To produce a fanzine is quite often
the reaction of an individual or individuals who feel alienated by the
moral bankruptcy of contemporary society, who wish to take greater
control of their own lives and to reach like-minded people. There
are literally hundreds about (I've probably missed loads around
here - sorry!), and while we should avoid trite and meaningless
labels like "alternative culture", it is necessary to realise that the
fanzine is endowed with a freedom that most other media simply do
not have - freedom from .money. It can say exactly what its editor
wants it to say, feels it should say; it has a ready-made autonomy and
integrity. So support your local fanzine - or start it. Happy reading!
HENRY O'BRIEN
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